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Attendance on Demand

 

Demand More
 with Attendance on Demand Â 

Employee Time and Labor Tracking

 • Reduce the time spent preparing payroll. 
• Manage employee tardiness, overtime, and absenteeism. 
• Handle it all on demand over the web. 

Employee time and attendance system Software as a Service (SaaS) automates time tracking.

Time clocks improve labor tracking.

See Attendance on Demand in action with these demos Time and Attendance Software Product Tours
Solution OverviewÂ Â» An overview of Attendance on Demand customized labor management solution.
(5:51 min)

Manage Employee TimeÂ Â» With Attendance on Demand, supervisors correct just the problems in
moments a day. Scheduling is easy too, and changes can be made right in the time card or a group
schedule. (2:54 min)
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Employee Information and ArchivesÂ Â» Current and archived time cards, benefit balance information,
employee history, and schedules are easy to manage with Attendance on Demand. (0:46 min)

Group SchedulingÂ Â» Schedule a group of employees in the same place, and see the hour totals change
as you schedule employees. (1:34 min)

Employee Self ServiceÂ Â» Employees log in, punch, request leave, and review schedules from any
computer. (4:23 min)

Payroll MonitorÂ Â» Correct the most important time card issues, get a snapshot of labor costs, and
produce an accurate payroll file. (2:42 min)

Coverage BudgetsÂ Â» Easily track labor ratios tailored especially for your organization for optimal
scheduling. (4:14 min)

  Learn More about Time and Attendance Time and attendance services track employee working time
while maximizing labor dollars. They automate employee timekeeping from the employee punching at a time
clock to the employeeâ€™s total hours being sent to payroll.

Automatic Calculations Ensure Accuracy Sophisticated calculations occur in the background, making sure
the employee is paid correctly. Your organizationâ€™s pay rules are incorporated in the calculations.

Scheduling Tools Help Ensure Optimal Coverage Time and attendance also handles employee
scheduling. Employees with regular schedules can be scheduled for months ahead of time, automatically.
Supervisors can easily adjust employee schedules on the fly. Labor budgeting can add clarity to the
scheduling process, helping supervisors maintain appropriate ratios such as the number of registered nurses
per patient or the right number of cashiers for the projected hourly sales.

Exception Tracking and Points Systems Improve Employee Performance The time and attendance
service maintains company-determined attendance standards for your employees. Any divergence from the
schedule, or exception, is flagged for the supervisor. Points systems can initiate consequences or rewards
that relate to employee attendance. From preventing minors from taking short lunches to rewarding
employees for good attendance, the time and attendance service reinforces your policies and keeps
supervisors abreast of employee performance.
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Leave Request Tools Make Requesting Leave Easy and Granting Leave Fair The time and attendance
service can perform additional functions like processing requests for time off. For instance, the employee can
request time off using employee self service. The supervisor is then emailed and the request is also
displayed in his or her dashboard to be approved or denied. Requests can be evaluated together so the
supervisor can make a fair and logical decision. If the request is approved, the employee is scheduled for the
leave time and the leave hours are automatically deducted from his or her benefit bank.

Attendance on Demand Attendance on Demand is a time and attendance service that calculates hourly or
salaried wages, manages employee time and wage data, and meets the needs of any sized organization.
Scalable, reliable and secure, Attendance on Demand gives you access to advanced time and attendance
tools while eliminating the upfront costs of licensed software.

• Avoid purchasing software licenses and version upgrades.  
• No costly hardware and equipment. 
• No more support and maintenance.  
• Low upfront costs.  
• Total cost of ownership is far lower than installed software.

  

Affordable subscription fee You access our time and attendance service for a cost-effective monthly
rateâ€” starting at about $2 or $3 per employee per month depending on your needs. Pay for only the
employees you manage and the services you request.

 
Vendor Information
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